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Decisior. re: Computer Data Systems, Inc.; by Robert F. Keller,
Deputy Comptroller General.

Issue Area: Federal Procurement of Goods and Services (.900).
Contact: Office of the General Counsel: Procurewent Law 11.
Budgat Function: National Defense: Department of Defense -

Procurement F Contracts (058).
Organization Concerned: Computer Sciences Corp.; Department of

the Navy: Naval Regional Procurement office, Washington,
D.C.

Authority: 10 U.S.C. 2304(g). t,2 Comp. Cin. 686. 52 Coup. Gen.
690. 54 Comp. Gel, 096. 54 Comp. Gen. 530. 54 Comp. Gen,
375. 8-182104 (1974). B-183816 (1975). B-179259 ('9i74),

Protest to avard of a contract was based on contention
that evaluation criteria in the RFP were not properly applied,
that the criteria were changed without notice to the offerors,
and that price evaluation improperly nrcluded cerlain costs. Tit
additton, protester qucstioned determination that the technicul
proposals were essentially equal. Agericy determination that
technical proposals were equal was not subject to objection.
Cost may become determinative when proposals are equal
technic&lly. Transition costs were properly not considered. The
protest wes denied. (QM)



ay THE COMPTIOLLER EIANJUAAL
DECISION OF THE UINITED BTATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546

(NJ FILE: B-187892 D1TE: S.use 2, 1977Ca
MATTER OF Computer Data Systems, Inc.

DIGEST:

1. Agency determination that competing proposals are
technically equal in face of point spread of 5.7 out of
100 is not subject to objection since point scores are
only guides for decision.making and record does not
reveal any differences among proposals.

2. Where competing proposals are regarded as essentially
equal technically, cost may become determinative consid-
eration notwithstanding that in overall evaluation
scheme cost was of Less importance than other criteria.

3. Agency's refusal to consider contractor transition coa.t
as part of price evaluation is proper since price evalua-
tion method set forth in solicitation did not provide for
such evaluation.

Computer Data Systems, Inc. (CDSI) protests the award of a
labor-hour type contract to Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC)
under request for proposals (RFP) No. N00600-75-R-5522 issued bi'
the Naval Regional Procurement Office (NRPd), Washington, D.C.
The solicitation invited proposals to design, develop, implement
and maintain various software systems located in Washington, D.C.,
Norfolk, Virginia, and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Task assignments
under the contract are issued by the Naval Command Systems
Support Activity (IIAVCOSSACT).

The RFP wan submitted to 132 firms of which CDSI, CSO and
Planning Rkaearch Corporation (PRC) submitted proposals. The
technical proposals were evaluated by a NAVCOSSACT Lechnical
evaluation panel (panel) which ranked the proposals as fellows;

OFFEROR TECHNICAL SCORE

CDSI 99.5
1 PRC 96,*C
CSC 93.8

PRC~~~~~~I
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CSC proposed a price of $1,348,089 for the base year and two
option periods. CDSI's proposed price was ¢1,431,456. On
Novembhr 12, 1976, NRPO awarded a contract to CSC, the propose-
which offered the lowest price.

There are rhree inter-related grounds for CDSI's protest.
First, CDSI contends that the evaluation criteria in the IAPp
were not properly applied in making the award determination.
Second, CDSI charges that the technical evaluation criteria
specified in the RUP were changed without notice to the ofaerors.
Third, CDSI alleges that NRPO's price evaluation improperly
excluded certain costs to be incurred by the Government upon
acceptance of the CSC proposal. In addition, CDSI questions
whether NAVCOSSACT's ultimate determination that the technical
proposals were essentially equal was properly made.

The LFP provided that both technical and prics considera-
tions would Covens award selection. Wi'h respect to price, the
RFP provided:

"Price will Ibe given a weight equalling rpp?:ox-
imately one quarter of the total weight which
will be assigned to the technical factors. Thus,
price, while not controlling, will be an impor-
tart factor in selecting a contract under this
solicitation. The degree of its importance will
increase with the degree of equality of propo-
sals with regard to the other factors on which
selection will be based."

Basically, it '.s CDSI's contention that award to CSC was
contrary to the RFP evaluation criteria because price was cne
determining factor in the award selection. CDSI maintains that
under the stated criteria price should have received a weight
equal to 25 percent of the total weight assigned to the techni-
cal factors, and that by application of that formula CDSI's pro-
posal would clearly receive the highest overall score. NRPO
reports that by letter dated September 1, 1976, NAVCOSSACT
initially recommnended to NRPO that award be made to CDSI. Sub-
sequently, on October 5, 1976, a NRPO contract negotiator tele-
phoned NAVCOSSACT to inquire whether there was a significant
technical difference among the proposals "/i/nasnuch as there
were only 5.7 points (out of 100) separating the highest from
the lowest technical proposal." The contract negotiator states
that he "tooc the initiative to ask this question as /he/ was
the only one privy to the prices as well as the technical scores."
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He further atates that NAVCOSSACT told him "that the technical
evaluation panel had indicated that all of the technical propo-
sals were substantially equal, and that award would Lsic/ be
made to the lowest priced offerol'." This telephune conversation was
confirmed by a memorandum dated Cctober 26, 1976> from the
Commanding Officer, NAVCOSSACT, to the Officer in Charge, NRPO.

CDSI argues that "/t 7here is no indication that tht.
technical eyvJuation committee which evaluated the proposals
was consulted prior to the issuance of that memorandum and that
the conclusion stated therein represents the views of the comr'
mittee." Moreover, CDSI anserts, in effect, that tts proposal
was clearly technically superior t) the CSC proposal and that
this superiority was reflecteci in the difference between the
point scores assigned to the two proposals.

We have consistently stated that "technicel point razings
are useful as guides for intelligent decision-making in the pro-
curement process, but whether a given point spread between two
competing ur~oposals indicates the significant superiority of one
proposal oajr another depends upon the facts and circumstances of
each procurement and is primarily a matter within the discretion
of the procuring agency." 52 Comp. Gen. 686, 690 (1973); ILC
Dover, B-182104, November 29, 1974, 74-2 CUD 301; see also Grey
Advertising, Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 1111 (1976), 76-1 CPD 325 and
cases cited therein. As we stated in Tracor Jitco, Inc.,
54 Comp. Cen. 896 (1975), 75-1 CPD 253:

"* * * Uniformily, we have agreed with the
exercise of the administrative discretion
involved--in the absence of a clear showing
that the exercired discretion was not ration-
ally foundcd--as to whether a given technical
point spread between competitive-range offer-
ors showed that the higher-scored proposal
was technically superior."

Here, it is reported that the technical evaluation panel
specifically determined that all the proposals submitted wcne
substantially equal technically, the protester has not alleged
the existence of any marked differences among the proposals,
and the technical scores were very close. On this record we
axe unable to conclude that the Navy's determination of relative
technical equality was unreasonable or made by unauthorized
personnel.
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CDSI argues that NRPO's reliance on price to select CSC
was improper because it had the effect of turning the least
important evaluation criterion into the most important one.
There is no merit to this contention. Procuring agencies are
required to advise offerors of the criteria against which pro-
posals will be evaluated and to adhere to those criteria when
evaluating proposals. See eg., EPSCO, Incorp ated, B-183816,
November 21, 1975, 75-2 CPD 338; Signatron, Iner 5i4 Comp. Gen.
530 (1974), 74-2 CPD 386; Williamette-Western Corporation et
al., 54 Comp. Gen. 375 (19B74), 74-2 CPD 259 and cases cited
therein; see also Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR)
5 3-501(b7 5Sec. D) (1975 ed.). Nowtwver, -here an agency
regards proposals as essentially equal technically, cost or
price may become the determinative consideration notwithstand-
ing the fact that in the overall evaluation scheme cost was of
less importance than other criteria. The designation of cost
or price as a subsidiary evaluation factor means only that,
where there is a technical advantage associated with one propo-
sal, that proposal may not be rejected merely because it carries
a higher price tag. It doet not mean that when technical propo-
sals are regarded as essentially equal, price or cost is not to
become the controlling factor. Analytic Systems, Inco)rporated,
1-179259, February 14, 1974, 74-1 CPD 71; see Grey AdverLising,
Inc., supra, and cases cited therein. Indeed, under 10 U.S.C.
2304(g) (1970), price must be given appropriate consideration
in the award of all negotiated Government contracts.

CDSI's final contention is that NRPO failed to consider
change-over costs in its evaluation of price. CDSI recently
completed a contract with the agency for the same work covered
by the current contract with CSC. The protester submits that
NRPO should have considered transition costs involving such
things as training, orientation and security clearances "that
would be incurred if award were made to a firm other than CDSI,
the incumbent contractor." Moreover, since the RFP called for
a labor-hour contract, CDSI suggests, in effect, that to a re-
sult of its experience it could be expected to complete many
of ;he various jobs mcre quickly, and therefore at less expense
to the Government than a new finn.

Tae Navy revorts that the transition costs referred to
are "too speculatie to provide a meaningful basis for eialua-
tion". Moreover, the RFP provided for evaluation of price "by
adding the total prices for all option quantities to the total
price for the basic quantity." There was no provision in the
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RFP for evaluation of transition costs. Therefore, the
consideration or such costs would have improperly interjected
a new evaluation criterion no- Set forth in the solicitation.
The Human Resources Company, B-187153, November 30, 1976, 76-2
CPD 459. With regard to CDSI's ability to perform tasks more
quickly, we need note only that the technical evaluation does
not indicate that NAVCOSSACT believed CDSI to have any particular
advantage in this area.

The protest is denied.

DeputyCoptroltlerk enerfal 
of th. United States
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